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Letter from the Editor
Mary Rhodes
Editor

This edition of Impact
is assembled with joy. The
articles are vibrant examples
of education in Utah—education that creates, promotes, and
infuses joy into lives of the
communities.
Todd McKee’s article
about cultural changes illuminates the benefits of fusing
behavioral and academic interventions, the power of positive
interactions, and the resulting
platform for joyous education.
Trent Hendricks transplants his
joy of gardening into a delightful article about interventions. Ryan Miller and
Laura Peterson speak to the fundamental importance of safety; as the primary need on Maslow’s
hierarchy, this must be in place before ascension
to other levels. Al Church confronts subtle threats
to safety and makes suggestions to counter those.
His article is so provocative that you will take
cerebral joy in agreeing with or opposing the assertions.
Kerrie Naylor provides information about the
state movement toward Student Learning Objectives. Kerrie also offers opportunities for teachers
to participate with others in the creation of these
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tools and the joy of collaboration.
Julie Hooker’s article, central in
placement and emphatic in journal
theme, speaks directly about activities designed to promote joy.
Tools for learning are the
topic of Maggie Cummings’
informative piece about the Utah
Middle School Math Project. A
recent and indisputable source of
joy is technology, and Ken Rowley tells the story of bringing that
adventure to Juab Junior High. In
a riveting experience, Juab Junior
intertwines Maggie’s middle
school curriculum and technology.
As students are finding, math can be joyful.
The efforts of our artists, Dave Tanner as
photographer and Robert King as designer of
our cover, capture visual joy. Collaborating with
elevated educators—through writing, reading, and
communicating-- requires effort and patience and
learning. The result is joy. As I retire from position of principal this year, I am hopeful and confident that my participation in this noble purpose
of education will proceed. My continued work as
editor of Impact is one such joyous position.

Impact Journal

T-Bird PRIDE: The Use of MultiTiered Intervention to Improve
Student Behavior and School Climate
Todd McKee, EdD
Increasingly more and more
educators, such as Mike Mattos,
have advocated for a Responseto-Intervention (RTI) model in
schools to address the academic
deficiencies of struggling students (Buffum, Mattos & Weber,
2008). RTI has demonstrated to
be an effective approach with
struggling students, particularly
those that may qualify for Special Education services (Vaughn,
et al., 2008). What is potentially
missed, however, is how an RTI
model may be utilized to improve student behavior and create a more positive
and supportive learning environment. A unified
model that addresses both the academic as well
as the behavioral needs of a student will simplify
the number of different and potentially competing
structures that are needed in a school to support
students and strengthen the overall climate of a
school.
Students arrive at
Positive Behavior Interventions and the school’s doorstep
with a backpack full of
Supports (PBIS) is an RTI model
needs and deficiencies,
that provides a comprehensive
which may include acaapproach to address the academic demic as well as social
and behavior needs of each student and emotional. These
needs and deficiencies
and supports a more positive
present themselves in a
school culture (Sugai, 2003).
variety of ways, but are
more readily apparent
through a student’s behavior (McIntosh, Flannery,
Sugai, Bruan & Cochrane, 2008). Consequently,
intervention systems may be most effective when
responding to a student’s behavior, whether in the
classroom or other areas of the school. Positive
Behavior Interventions and Supports (PBIS) is
an RTI model that provides a comprehensive
approach to address the academic and behavior needs of each student and supports a more
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positive school culture (Sugai,
2003). It utilizes a multi-tiered
framework to deliver academic
and behavior interventions to
struggling students and emphasizes positive reinforcement of
student behavior that leads to an
improved overall learning climate
and culture. Timpview High
School has implemented the PBIS
framework over the past two
years with promising results.

BACKGROUND

A growing body of research
has examined the utilization of multi-tiered
intervention systems, such as RTI and PBIS, in
schools (Kamps & Greenwood, 2005; Sugai,
2003; Vaughn, et al., 2008). Borrowed from the
mental health field (Sailor, Stowe, Turnbull &
Kleinhammer-Tramill, 2007), multi-tiered interventions include systemic (Tier 1), strategic (Tier
2) and intensive (Tier 3) interventions. Each level
is characterized by specific strategies of increasing intensity to improve a student’s deficiencies.
Systemic interventions are strategies that involve
the entire school community and are effective
with approximately 80% of the students within a
school setting. Strategic interventions are focused on small groups of students, approximately
10-15%, in need of targeted strategies that are
beyond systemic efforts. Intensive interventions
target individual students, approximately 5% of
the school’s population, with specific needs that
require individual strategies (Sugai & Horner,
2002).

Systemic Interventions

Systemic interventions include school-wide
reforms that impact every student. These interventions focus primarily on structural reforms
intended to personalize students’ experience and
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improve instruction. While identified as interventions, these structures are intended to be more
proactive in the prevention of failure as opposed
Strategic interventions may
to reacting to a student
include: literacy classes, math
that has already failed.
labs, anger management and
Systemic interventions
include a number of
self-esteem groups, and other
components that already
small-group activities that are
exist in many compremore specific or targeted.
hensive school settings,
including student government, clubs, athletics and activities as well as the
adopted curriculum. These components serve the
needs of most students in the school.

Strategic Interventions

Strategic interventions address the academic
and behavioral needs of students who need more
than systemic interventions to be successful
at school. These students may struggle due to
specific skill deficiencies and/or disengagement
from the school environment. Strategic interventions provide targeted instruction and support to
address these needs. Strategic interventions may
include: literacy classes, math labs, anger management and self-esteem groups, and other smallgroup activities that are more specific or targeted.
Many students responded well to these strategic
interventions and have made continued progress
towards their academic and behavior goals.

Students check in with a staff member assigned to
monitor the student at the beginning of the school
day and check out with the same individual at
the end of the day. The student’s progress is
monitored each day and adjustments are made to
support the student when needed. These types of
intensive interventions are highly individualized
to the student and require a strong commitment
from the school.

Positive Behavior Interventions
And Supports

Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports
(PBIS) is a multi-tiered framework (see Figure
1.) that emphasizes that students perform and
behave best when expectations are clear, explicit,
and reinforced through positive means. Research
has suggested that clear and explicit expectations
create a consistent and predictable environment
for student learning (Sugai & Horner, 2006). In
addition, the use of positive reinforcement has a
stronger and more enduring effect on modifying
and improving student behavior than negative
reinforcement. PBIS research has suggested that
a ratio of five positive interactions for every one
negative interaction will lead to more positive
relationships, improved student behavior, and a
better school climate (Sugai & Horner, 2002). The
combination of clear expectations and positive
reinforcement provide a foundation for systemic
interventions.

Intensive Interventions

Intensive interventions are utilized
with students who do not respond to
strategic interventions. Short of qualifying for special education
Todd et al. (2008) have
services, these
students seem
suggested that an example of an
to require
effective intensive intervention
constant monmay include a program such
itoring and
as Check-in/Check-out.
individualized
support for
both academic and behavioral needs.
These students have serious skill and
behavior deficiencies that overlap, and
they are at the greatest risk of dropping
out of school. Todd et al. (2008) have
suggested that an example of an effective intensive intervention may include
a program such as Check-in/Check-out.
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Figure 1. PBIS Intervention Pyramid

Impact Journal

IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of PBIS at Timpview
began by staff and students identifying the
characteristics and traits that we wanted our
students to develop and defined our school. These
characteristics are foundational to our pyramid
of interventions as they clarified what it is that
we expected from each of our students. It was a
yearlong process to identify these characteristics
and develop an acronym
that would easily convey
True intervention can only occur
these characteristics to
after teachers have explicitly
our students. The T-Bird
taught the curriculum. This is
PRIDE acronym that
was developed by the
true when teaching students
committee stands for
appropriate behavior as well
Personal Responsibility,
academic knowledge and skill.
Respect, Integrity, Discipline, and Engagement.
These characteristics would become the foundation on which the PBIS framework would rest.
With the acronym in place, we further developed descriptors for each letter of PRIDE of
student behavior, and we placed these descriptors
on a matrix that would represent what each trait
would look like in different areas of the school,
including hallways, classrooms, auditorium and
gymnasiums. For instance, what does Respect
look like in a classroom as opposed to the gymna-
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sium? This matrix clarified our expectations and
helps students to monitor their own behavior (see
Figure 2). This matrix became an important component to teaching our students of the school’s
expectations, and it was placed throughout the
school.

Figure 2. PBIS Matrix

Once the PRIDE acronym and behavior descriptors were developed, we taught our students
what was expected of them through a variety of
means, including videos, posters, t-shirts, and assemblies. Explicit instruction is key to any multitiered system. It was important to use PRIDE
in everything we did at Timpview, and as our
students began to fully understand the concepts, it
became easier for us to identify areas that needed
improvement. True intervention can only occur after teachers have explicitly taught the curriculum.
This is true when teaching students appropriate
behavior as well academic knowledge and skill.
As important as it was to teach students about
PRIDE, it was just as important to reinforce appropriate behavior through positive means. The
research on PBIS suggests that a 5-to-1 ratio of
positive to negative interactions will improve
student behavior and change school culture (Sugai
& Horner, 2002). As a means to create these positive interactions, we provided every teacher and
staff member with PRIDE tickets. Teachers issued
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these tickets to students whenever a student was
seen exemplifying some element of PRIDE. Each
ticket included the student’s name and a positive
affirmation. Students would then turn in a copy of
their ticket each week in exchange for t-shirts and
other Timpview items. For some students, these
tickets and small items have been external motivators that encouraged them to behalf appropriately.
For most students, however, the tickets have
simply created opportunities for more positive
interactions within the school between students
and adults.

DATA

Implementation of the PBIS framework was
motivated in large part by changes in the school’s
discipline data. While the total number of suspensions was relatively unchanged in 2012-13
as compared to the previous year, there was a
doubling of the number of safe school violations
and a substantial increase in the number of days
that students missed due to suspensions (see Table
1.). On their face value, these numbers may not
appear to be significant when compared to other
schools, but in relative terms to Timpview, they
suggested a dramatic change in student behavior.

Table 1. School Discipline

With the implementation of PBIS at
Timpview during the 2013-14 school year, our
suspension rate has been cut by more than half
over the previous two years, and the total number
of days missed by students
PBIS provides a comprehensive has dramatically decreased.
The obvious result is that
framework for schools
fewer students are missing
to address the social,
school due to disciplinemotional, and cognitive
ary issues, and there are
fewer problem behaviors in
needs of its students.
the school. The factor that
is much more difficult to
quantify, however, is the overall impact PBIS has
had on the school climate. Anecdotally, there is
a greater sense of school spirit as students wear
their PRIDE t-shirts to school every Friday.

IMPLICATIONS

The foundation of multi-tiered intervention systems, such as RTI, resides in the explicit
teaching of a viable curriculum at Tier One, and
additional interventions are applied when students
begin to struggle. Similarly, PBIS is rooted in
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explicit teaching of behavioral expectations that
are reinforced through positive means. The use of
positive reinforcement acts as a preventative measure to lessen the need for more intensive intervention at Tier Two or Three. Nevertheless, there
are students that will struggle, requiring additional
support with anger management, self-esteem, and
other issues. The use of a multi-tiered approach
may be effective to addressing these issues.

CONCLUSION

When viewed from the perspective that PBIS
shares the same elements as RTI, PBIS provides a
comprehensive framework for schools to address
the social, emotional, and cognitive needs of its
students. To focus simply on the cognitive or
academic needs without regard to the social and
emotional needs of students, misses the broader
objective of what students and schools can accomplish and dismisses or neglects the barriers
that may prevent some students from succeeding
academically. By utilizing a single framework to
address both the academic and behavioral needs
of students, schools may provide a more consistent and positive experience for students.
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Midnight in the Garden of Good
and Sometimes Not So Good
Trent Hendricks
Spring has sprung and so
has my attempt at gardening.
I attempt each year to produce
that better homes and gardens
and although each year it never
ends up like the pictures in the
magazine, I do get the rewards
of both the fruit produced and
the incentive of making some
small difference. In an analogy, I can’t help feel the same
towards the end of a school year.
It may not have ended up like
I imagined, but the produce is
always worth the effort.
I have spent the major portion of my career
deep in the garden of interventions for students
that don’t always stay in the garden box. With
nails embedded with dirt, this paper will attempt
to graft one concept to the other in understanding
intervention strategies that help our gardens grow
both at school and in the back yard.
The first step to good produce begins in the
planning stages of spring.
Good gardeners know
that gardening begins far
I have spent the major portion of
before the actual work. It
my career deep in the garden of
requires heavy collaborainterventions for students that don’t tion with other gardenalways stay in the garden box
ers on what has helped
them, research on seeds
being planted, and, most
importantly, a plan to keep the garden producing
all summer long.
In the same fashion, planning stages for
school produce start in
spring. Summer hours
need to be devoted to
Remember that the easiest
researching last year’s
interventions develop
successes and misthe best results.
takes, collaborating
with peers on how they
produced, and developing a plan to implement all
year long. This is the why time. Why were some
teachers able to produce above others? Why does
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the data on test scores look the
way it does? Why were some
of last year plans strong , and
why were some weak? This is
the time to enjoy understanding,
read books that clearly illustrate
how to produce success, and look
for mentors that have not only a
love of what they do but a way
to make a difference. Once
we understand the whys we can
develop a plan that implements
the elements researched.
Once the plan is solid then
we start to dig. Dig into the
trenches of your faculty and develop not only
committees (PLC’s, SST and others) that can address the issues but also look for faculty who can
lead others to understanding. Give honest thought
into what common understanding needs to be
planted in the hearts of all students. Determine
what a culture of learning and safety looks like
in your school and what common vocabulary do
students need. Lastly, find a plan to water and fertilize these concepts throughout the school year.
Once a solid plan is in place, develop ways
to recognize students that aren’t able to grow. It
is important to understand that just like all plants,
we all require interventions to help us be successful. Educate your teams on current research
that can give good solid interventions. Remember
that the easiest interventions develop the best
results. I often tell students that one of the best
interventions that have helped me is when I tap
my pockets before leaving a room for cell phone,
keys and wallets (years of stress removed). Help
your teams understand that it does not need to
be intense to intervene. Once a student has been
brought to our attention, we don’t leave the plants
to fend for themselves; we keep watering and digging until growth has occurred.
Lastly, remember that change and growth do
not happen overnight, and an awareness of the
climate is always important. In the garden, the
summer months are the most dangerous for a lack
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of growth. In education we all know times when
we struggle to understand why we keep working but don’t see
Growth in the garden and in
success. December,
February, April all
the school, require us all to
seem to be troudevelop plans, dig deep, and pay
bling times. Find
attention as the plants grow.
ways to navigate
these low periods
and continue to increase our efforts.

Growth in the garden and in the school,
require us all to develop plans, dig deep, and pay
attention as the plants grow. In the end the garden
rarely looks the way we envisioned it. Weeds will
find their way in, and yes we will get dirty, but the
fun of local produce and well-developed students
is the reward.

Trent Hendric ks is Assistant Principal at Churc hill Junior High in Granite Sc hool District.
He can be contacted at thendric ks@granitesc hools.org.
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Bullying: Issues and Intervention  
Dr. Ryan T. Miller
Laura Peterson
Bullying in schools happens at an alarming rate and may
cause emotional, psychological, and academic problems for
the victim, as well as the bully.
Bullying occurs many times
without provocation from the
victims, and although bullying
is sometimes difficult to detect,
there are some key components
of effective schooling that
schools, teachers, and school
administrators, can instill in the
“school atmosphere” to help
lessen this emotional and social
problem. This article will define bullying, address
psychological issues perpetrated by bullying, and
conclude with measures schools, teachers, and
administrators can take to help reduce the occurrence of bullying.

The Bullying Issue

Bullying is any type of unwanted aggressive
behavior intentionally directed at a fellow student
who is perceived as inferior. According to Reid,
Monsen, and Rivers
(2004), bullying is the,
Bullying is any type of unwanted
“systematic abuse of
aggressive behavior intentionally power which repeatedly and deliberately
directed at a fellow student
harms others. . . . and
who is perceived as inferior.
involves a negative
interaction in which a
dominant individual repeatedly exhibits behavior intended to cause distress to a less dominant
individual” (p. 241). Bullied students are often
timid, shy, passive, and in some cases have low
self-esteem, while students who bully are generally aggressive, intimidating, dominant, and in
some cases lack empathy. Bullying is most often
initiated via one student or by a group of students
and may include verbal abuse or physical abuse.
Verbal abuse can include name-calling, taunting, put-downs, intimidation, or words used for
causing the victim to feel fear. Physical abuse can
include pushing, kicking, hitting, tripping, tying
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up, pinching, or nudging.
Other forms of bullying
can also include: excluding
fellow students from activities,
or spreading rumors verbally or
on-line. Cyber-bullying is similar
to traditional bullying, where
technology is used to gain access
to their victim. Cyber-bullies use
social networking sites, electronic forums, and/or smart phones
to send intimidating messages
their victims. The use of technology is wide-spread, where
approximately 93% of teens use
the Internet and 75% own a cell phone, increasing the probability for cyber-bullying (Schneider,
O’Donnell, Stueve, & Coulter, 2012).
Bulling may occur at any time or location
within our schools, and many administrators and
teachers underestimate the size and scope of the
problem. Bullying is not just physical aggression and does include hurting other’s feelings,
name-calling, spreading rumors, or intimidating
another by taking private property. Acts of verbal
and indirect bullying are increasing, and evidence
suggests that emotional bullying may have more
negative effects than physical bullying (Reid et
al.). Regardless of the type of bullying, there are
many lasting effects for those who are exposed to
bullying.

Lasting Psychological Issues

Worldwide, victims of bullying experience
emotional and psychological effects from bullying and, in many cases, no longer learn effectively
in the school setting. Bullies can also experience
antisocial disorders, along with alcohol and/or
drug abuse. “It is becoming all too clear that peer
victimization, which was once considered a normative childhood experience, is linked to severe
and possible long-term consequences” (Storch
& Esposito, 2003, p. 96). This has both long and
short term consequences, not only for the victim,
but also the bully.

Impact Journal

The Victim

section will focus on several of these interventions.

As many as 20% of children and adolescents
have repeated experiences with those who deliberately try to verbally or physically harm them,
and it is estimated that 1.6 million school-aged
children are bullied at least once a week (Lodge
& Frydenberg, 2005). This repeated victimization
exposes the victim to the
possibility of suicide,
Improving the school environment depressive disorders, anxiety disorders, panic dishelps the victim to feel safe
order, and post-traumatic
enough to report the incident.
stress disorder (Storch &
Esposito, 2003). Faced
with just having to survive each day the victim
can no longer effectively learn at school. Understanding the content of a subject becomes second
to just getting through the day as victimization
may have significant impact on young peoples’
ability to learn (Lodge et al.).
Dual-Role Bullying and the Bully
Students who were both victims and bullies
have the biggest long-term problems. The risks
for long-term psychological issues are higher than
for those who have been involved as either just a
victim or a bully. Females who were both victim
and bully were at a higher risk for agoraphobia
(i.e., fear of being in open
or public spaces), and
Students who were both
males, who were both
victims and bullies have the
victim and bully were at
increased risk for suicide.
biggest long-term problems.
Both males and females
were at higher risk of
depression. The bullies themselves were at higher
risk for antisocial personality disorders.
In the longest study to date on effects of
bullying, Copeland, Wolke, Angold, and Costello
(2013) posited the question, “How does being
victimized lead to emotional disorders and the
potential for suicide?” They found that victims
may alter their physiological response to stress
or change their cognitive responses to threatening situations. This implies that we can no longer
afford to view bullying as a rite of passage as
the effects of bullying may have overwhelming
consequences for individuals.

Effective Intervention

Teachers and school administrators can instill
many interventions schools in the school atmosphere to mitigate the problem of bullying. This
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The School

Raising awareness of the problem and having
a school wide approach are first steps in addressing the bullying issue. Schools should have
polices on how to deal with bullies. “Get tough”
policies, resulting in a rise of expulsions, may not
always be the best solution (Sautner, 2008). Instead, schools and administrators should focus on
empowering students to use self-control (Saunter,
2008) and use suspension or expulsion as a last
resort.
Schools should have a climate of safety.
Training of both teachers and students needs to be
established about the different types of bullying
and should include all stake-holders including
teachers, school staff, administration, parents,
and the local community. Schools should implement intervention programs to teach respect for
diversity and an understanding that bullying is
not acceptable behavior (Black, Weinles, Washington & Englander, 2010). Improving the school
environment helps the victim to feel safe enough
to report the incident. If there is cohesion from all
parties’ responses, then the victim feels supported.
Support cannot be understated; if bullying in our
schools is going to decrease, the victims need to
feel safe and confident enough to tell teachers,
school administration, and parents or guardians
about bullying behavior they have witnessed or
experienced. Reid et al., (2004) emphasize that,
“an atmosphere should be created in which staff
consistently encourages pro-social values and
implement clear sanctions against bulling behavior” (p. 246).
The effectiveness of the many anti-bullying
programs is mixed. Swearer et al. (2010) have
established five critical reasons that many school
wide approaches have been ineffective.
Many programs rely on self-report indices.
Most programs are not well grounded in
guiding theoretical foundations that would inform
and evaluate.
Most programs fail to direct interventions
at the social ecology that sustains and promotes
bullying.
Many of these programs do not address the
demographics of different communities and fail
to incorporate factors such as race, disability, and
sexual orientation.
Even if the program is meant to reach all
students, a relatively small percentage is being
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taught how to engage in pro-social behaviors.
Other barriers to effective anti-bullying
programs may be the teacher and school administrators themselves. In fact we may decry bullying
and lament to legislators that we need to fix the
social blight that bullying inflicts on us, but our
actions do not demonstrate this. According to
Smith, Cousins, and Stewart (2005), social learning is a powerful process. When students see role
models, such as teachers and administrators, use
bullying and intimidation tactics for classroom
management, they may
begin to use these apBy making things right with
proaches to meet their
own individual needs.
the victim, the sense of power
Teachers
and control over the victim is
One way teachers
lessened, possibly restoring the
can discourage bullying
balance of control and power.
is by integrating conflict
resolution strategies into
their curriculum. Teachers can also teach students
how to handle students who bully. For example
students can manage a bully by not letting the bully know they are afraid, or by telling the bully you
will report them. Building students’ self-esteem
is another great way of helping prevent bullying.
Students with a high self-esteem are less likely to
be bullied. Teachers may also use positive praise
to build a student’s self-esteem.
Administrators
Administrators are the foundation of school
operations and are a key factor in school-wide
education about bullying and promoting a safe
school atmosphere. Educating teachers, students,
and the community, as
well as coming up with
One way teachers can discourage a successful intervention
bullying is by integrating
program is a challenge.
Administrators should
conflict resolution strategies
rise to this challenge
into their curriculum.
by creating a school
mission statement or a
school code of conduct that clearly outlines goals
to prevent bullying (Obrien, 2011). Administrators
should also train teachers and staff on how they
can guide students to be accepting of each other.
How schools and the administration handles
the bully goes a long way to help restore the balance of control and power. If administration takes
a heavy approach, then power and dominance
in school hierarchy is taught and reinforces the
bully’s position. The opposite lesson is learned if
consequences are not quick and fair.
It is important to note that bullies are many
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times also victims. The administration may help to
understand the bullying behavior by bringing the
bully in for a reflective interview with a counselor
or the principal. Ehiorobo (2012) found that it is
especially helpful for school administration to
meet with the bully first, process the information,
and reflect on the situation. Then, invite the victim
to join the conversation. By gaining a clear understanding of the bully and the victim, has a clearer
picture of the situation and may deal more effectively with the particular situation. By making
things right with the victim, the sense of power
and control over the victim is lessened, possibly
restoring the balance of control and power. This
restoration of power and control helps to alleviate the abundance of psychosocial adjustments
made by children who are victimized (Storch &
Esposito, 2003).
Summary
Through scenes of terror and violence, bullying has come into the forefront of our social
conscience and has become clear that it is not a
rite of passage. There are many ways to address
this problem at the school, teacher, and administrative levels. Doing so quickly and fairly can
help victims avoid many harmful effects. The
short and long term effects of bullying on both the
victim and bully, have led researchers around the
world to try and find ways to stop this destructive
childhood experience. They have found that quick
intervention helps restore the balance of power
and control by creating a school community of
safety and respect. Research also shows us that
the bullies may also be victims; this highlights
the importance of shaping the consequences to
restore balance between the bully and the victim
by making things right with the victim. Although
making schools a safer journey for everyone is a
formidable task, it is one which should continue to
be researched and put into practice.
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Educator Effectiveness Project:
Building a Culture of Effectiveness
Kerrie Naylor, Ph.D.
What teachers and leaders do in the classrooms and
in the schools matters! The
professional practices that are
evaluated should lead to better
outcomes for our students.
A year ago I wrote an article
on the importance of correlating
teachers’ instructional practices and leaders’ instructional
leadership practices with the
measurements of student growth
and learning. Last year’s article
was the fourth in a series on the
progress of Utah’s Educator Effectiveness Project
(UASSP Impact Journal and UAESP Leader
Most importantly, we found
Magazine). The purpose
of that fourth article was
that we can reliably measure
to outline the recommeninstructional practices and
dation for using student
instructional leadership practices. learning objectives
(SLOs) for measuring
student growth in nontested subjects and grades (NTSG). I wanted to
present the argument that using SLOs to measure
student growth will strengthen teaching and improve learning because SLOs are noted for their
ability to support effective instructional practices
as well evaluation accountability (CTAC, 2012).
The premise
of the arguWhat is most impressive about the volunteer ment is that
educators and their administrators who
evaluating
teaching and
are piloting the SLOs this year is their
initial understanding that the SLO process leadership
professional
is what effective educators already do
performances
in effective classrooms and schools.
as specified in
Utah’s Effective Teaching Standards and Utah’s Educational
Leadership Standards should improve student outcomes in the classroom. This purposeful correlation of effective performance and improved mea-
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sures of student growth is exactly
what the Educator Effectiveness
Project hopes to enculturate into
our educational system.
Last year (2012-13) we
piloted model teaching and
leadership evaluation observation
tools that measured effective professional performance. We found
that the Utah Effective Teaching
Standards and Utah Educational
Leadership Standards (R277530) are valid indicators of professional practice. We also found
(with a few modifications) that
the USOE model evaluation tools could be implemented with reliability and differentiate levels of
effectiveness. Most importantly, we found that
we can reliably measure instructional practices
and instructional leadership practices. The next
big step toward enculturation is to see if we can
measure student growth with fidelity.
Measuring student growth is no easy task. To
assist with the need for SLO comparability from
subject to subject, school to school, and district
to district, a statewide SLO template has been
developed and was used to create content area
SLOs; a rubric for assessing the quality of SLOs
was also created to ensure that statewide example
SLOs meet the same standards across content
areas. Finally, professional learning experiences
have been provided to district SLO to ensure that
the same process for contextualizing the SLOs
and developing growth targets is used. (To learn
more about setting Targets for SLOs, see http://
usoewebstage/curr/educatoreffectiveness/Observation-Tools.aspx.)
In order to test the fidelity and comparability
needed to measure student growth, we are piloting student learning objectives (SLOs) this year
in 13 school districts in a variety of non-tested
subjects and grades (NTSG). Volunteer educators
teaching social studies, fine arts, CTE, and special
education have been assigned to pilot example
SLOs written by content experts from throughout
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the state. The purpose of the SLO pilot study is to
determine if the SLO process can be implemented
with consistency and accuracy. We also want to
know if we the SLO template and other tools are
useful in helping us measure student growth with
fidelity using the analytic methodology inherent
in the SLO process and apply the results to an
educator’s evaluation.
What is most impressive about the volunteer educators and their administrators who are
piloting the SLOs this year is their initial understanding that the SLO process is what effective
educators already do in effective classrooms and
schools. One participant educator related the
SLO process to that
of “being a PLC”
The essence of the PLC culture
(DuFour, 2008).
is very similar to what the
Those educators
that thrive in PLC
SLO process requires.
cultures know that
their work focuses on
1) collaboration, 2) data-driven decision making,
3) big ideas embedded within core standards, and
4) formative progress monitoring. Schools and
districts that are working as PLCs are comfortable
with the SLO process because the process mirrors
the culture of a school working as PLC.
My passion for the last decade has been to
help schools and districts build a collaborative
culture of learning within the school community.
The essence of the PLC culture is very similar to
what the SLO process requires. DuFour (2008)
states that teachers working as a PLC focus on
what students need to know, how they will know
if students are learning what is required, what to
do if they are not learning, and what to do if they
already know the information. These cultural
characteristics are in line with the three SLO
components: Learning Goals, Assessments, and
Targets. To be evaluated using the SLO process,
first, teachers identify the big ideas in the Core
that students need to learn and set Learning Goals.
Second, teachers gather baseline data to predict
Targets for growth for individual or groups of students. They monitor the students’ progress toward
these goals and adjust instructional strategies as
needed. Teachers are careful to create Targets
for growth for all students, even those that have
already mastered the Learning Goals. Finally,
teachers decide what high quality Assessment(s)
are needed to know whether students are making
progress toward the Learning Goal and are meeting the Targets that the teacher set for the groups
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of students. These processes mirror each other
and help educators feel more comfortable with
SLOs because they are doing what good teachers
already do and what the Utah Effective Teaching
Standards require.
Administrators are the key to building this
effective culture. School administrators can be
successful on their own and in their own schools
implementing PLCs; however, when districts put
resources, support, and accountability measures in
place, the culture becomes institutionalized faster
and faces fewer challenges. District priorities
speak volumes to what gets done in schools.
District level administrative leadership can assist in building school and district cultures that
support improved professional performance and
greater student growth. They can assist in building a culture of educator effectiveness by understanding the relationship between professional
practice and student outcomes.
Three main requirements nourish this culture.
First, district leaders need a theory of action that
reflects what is important and gets attention.
Second, risk-taking needs to be appreciated by
school and district administrators in word and
deed. Third, support for collaboration and
shared attribution of student outcomes needs to
be prevalent and valued.
Theory of Action: Theories of action are
similar to school visions. The difference is that
a theory of action is written in “if/then” language
(Marion, 2010). It is a statement about what
needs to be accomplished or what you hope to
have happen. Some researchers call these theories
of improvement. For example: If we are successful in implementing professional learning
communities in all of our schools and classrooms, then student learning will increase. On
face value, this appears to be a “cause/effect”
statement. But a theory of action is not a research
question or hypothesis. Instead it is a statement
that shows what you plan on DOING and what
you want to be at the END of your actions (like a
vision—it is what you hope to become, only more
specific.) The key is to break out the contingencies and strategies that need to be put in place in
order to reach the end product. Using the example above, a district would need to have professional development for staff on PLCs, and the
staff would need to understand how SLOs fit into
the PLC model. Also, a system of collecting data
and analyzing data about student learning would
be necessary, and administrators would need to
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encourage and reward teachers that work together.
This example of a theory of action which encourages risk-taking and collaboration, the other two
attributes of this intended culture.
Risk-taking: This is a difficult attribute to
embed into a culture of effectiveness. It is easy to
give lip-service to risk-taking, but to make it part
of the school or district’s value system and make
it an underlying assumption that the members act
out and live (Schein, 1980), is much more challenging. For example, if an administrator says
that she encourages risk-taking, but when someone steps up and takes a risk by setting ambitious
learning targets for students, then fails to meet
the predicted targets and is consequently evaluated with a less than effective rating, the progress
that the staff has made to set high expectations is
destroyed. Deciding in advance how the culture
will encourage risk and use evaluation to encourage professional growth is a necessary characteristic of a culture of effectiveness. Risk-taking
should be “the way we do things around here” and
as much a part of the school and district culture as
being on time for work.
Collaboration and Shared Attribution: This
is where PLCs and SLOs really become synonymous. If you truly believe that all students can
learn, then you must believe that all students’
learning is the responsibility of every staff member in the school and/or district. In a collaborative
culture, sharing the results of student growth and
learning when we collaborate becomes part of
who we are. The old saying, “I am not a reading teacher,” is just that – an old saying! Part of
being a PLC and setting SLOs to measure student
growth means that careful thought goes into 1)
who will work with whom, 2) for which students
we are held accountable, 3) how the students are
taught, 4) how learning is assessed, and 5) what
levels of growth can be expected from all of our
students. District leaders that set up parameters
for shared attribution of SLO results will begin to
build this culture of collaboration and effectiveness.
Now that we are moving ahead with the
Educator Effectiveness Project and piloting SLOs,
it is important for administrators to take the lead
toward building a culture of effectiveness in
schools and districts. I know that when I travel
about the state and answer questions about SLOs,
negative responses are alleviated when SLOs are
thought of as being part of the work that effective
educators already do. The unknown is fearful, but
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when questions are answered, educators take on
a more positive view and see the benefits for the
students. Because of that, I am going to continue
this article with some FAQ and responses about
SLOs so that we may continue to build a culture
of effectiveness.

What are NTSG?

NTSG are non-tested subjects and grades.
Courses and grades are listed as NTSG when a
state standardized test does not exist to measure
student learning. About 70% of the subjects and
grades are NTSG. Educators of these subjects/
courses/grades need to have a way to measure
evidence of student learning since state tests are
not available.

What is an SLO? What are the
components of an SLO?

An SLO is a content area grade or coursespecific measureable learning objective that can
be used to document student learning over a
defined period of time. In essence, learning goals
are established for students, their progress is monitored toward these goals, and then the degree to
which educators help students achieve these goals
is evaluated. The three components of the SLO
are: Learning Goals, Assessments, and Targets.

How will SLOs be comparable from
school to school and district to district
across the state?

Our intent is to mitigate as many variables as
possible that could obstruct the comparability and
consistency of the SLO process. Unfortunately,
the process will never be perfect. Local districts
will need to be involved in the development of
structures and practices that increase comparability and consistency. The USOE SLO Guidance
Document makes the following recommendations
to assist with maximizing the comparability of the
SLO process:
Statewide SLOs in NTSG shall be available
and used when SLOs are implemented.
The statewide SLO template shall be used to
establish SLOs.
The Utah Rubric for Assessing the Quality of Student Learning Objectives shall be used
statewide.
A USOE SLO Review Process will be created
to assist districts in the SLO process and maintain
as much consistency across the state as possible.
Each district shall establish a framework for
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ensuring that SLOs across the district are as comparable as possible.
Part of the required district framework will
include a Local Review Process that will provide
information to the State Review Process.
The school principal is responsible for the
consistency and approval of all building level
SLOs; districts should provide professional development to building administrators to increase the
likelihood of school to school consistency.

How will districts ensure that
assessments are valid and reliable, and
who will determine the quality of the
assessments?

Educators should rely on the highest quality
assessments available. Assessments should be
aligned with the Learning Goal. We can expect
that in the beginning it will be challenging to
find and identify quality assessments to evaluate
SLOs. The Center for Assessment has created a
High Quality Assessment Review Tool that identifies components that should be noted in validating
quality measures of student growth. Districts will
be invited to participate in professional development on identifying and assessing quality assessments during the 2014-15 school year.
In addition, statewide SLOs for NTSG will
include the assessments to measure the Learning Goals. Districts will also have the latitude to
design and use locally developed quality assessments.

Who is responsible for writing SLOs?

Currently, teams of NTSG content area
specialists, district leaders, and content area writers from around the state are involved in writing
statewide SLOs and other example SLOs that
will be included in a bank of SLOs from which
educators may choose. Eventually, educators will
write their own SLOs and district developed SLOs
will be encouraged. The NTSG content areas that
wrote SLOs last school year are: Social Studies,
Fine Arts, CTE, and Special Education. English
Language Arts, ELL, and Advanced Learner specialists have been included as part of the content
area writing groups to integrate content literacy
and student subgroup needs into the SLOs. This
school year (2013-14) SLOs are being written
for Early Childhood Education, Health, Physical
Education, and Science K-3.
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Who is responsible for evaluating the
quality of an SLO?

Ultimately the school administrator will
be responsible for evaluating the quality of the
educator’s SLO. Criteria for rating the quality of
Student Learning Objectives are detailed in the
Utah Rubric for Assessing the Quality of SLOs.
The rubric will be used to assess all aspects of the
Student Learning Objective including: The Learning Goals, Assessments and Scoring, and Targets.
Who will be evaluated using SLOs? How
many SLOs are required? Will that number increase over time? Will educators that teach tested
subjects and grades do SLOs?
Educators in tested subjects and grades (TSG)
for which there is a state standardized test (as
well as a state test in the same subject the previous year), will measure student learning using the
analytic method of Student Growth Percentiles
(SGP).
Educators in non-tested subjects and grades
(NTSG) shall include a minimum of two (2) SLOs
for the first year that SLOs are implemented. At
least one SLO must be an individual SLO. The
second SLO may be another individual SLO or
a shared SLO. In addition, should the school or
district decide through a Theory of Action that a
shared SGP will be used by all educators, including the NTSG teachers, this SGP may substitute
for the second SLO.
The number of SLOs required may increase
over time. At this point, no recommendation is
being made about when additional SLOs may be
required. Districts, however, have the option to
require more than two SLOS.
NTSG and TSG may be included in shared
SLOs (the attribution of the results shared by all
at the level decided by the school and/or district).
It will be a district option as to whether tested
subjects and grades (TSG) are required to do
individual SLOs.

What is shared attribution?

The term “shared attribution” refers to results
of a measure of student growth that will be shared
by a group of educators. This sharing of results of
student learning could take place at the department, team (i.e., PLC), school, or district level.
If teachers are “sharing attribution” in a specific
grade or subject area, they would include that
focus in their SLOs. For example, all teachers
across a grade level might focus on an ELA skill
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like written communication, regardless of what
subject they teach.
The first step in implementing any sort of
shared attribution involves a careful articulation
of the school’s improvement goals and the Theory
of Action that guides the school’s efforts toward
improvement.
How will SLOs look different for educators
teaching courses or subjects that are only one
semester vs. those teaching courses that go the
entire year?
SLOs need to be approved within six weeks
of the course start date. Teachers of semester
courses would also be allowed this six week time
period to get to know their students and set appropriate Targets for the Learning Goals.
If an educator teaches multiple subjects, will
he/she choose which courses and content areas for
SLOs?
Educators choose the subjects and courses
for which they will be evaluated by the results of
SLOs. SLOs are not required to be written for
every course or subject that is taught. In consultation with the administration (and possibly the
PLC, department, and team), the decision about
which subjects should have an SLO is a joint
decision.
How much latitude will educators and
districts have in changing the statewide example
SLOs? Will educators be allowed to write their
own SLOs?
The flexibility in the statewide example SLOs
is in the contextualization of the Targets and the
differentiation of instructional strategies. Statewide example SLOs are created to provide more
comparability and consistency as we begin the
SLO process and use evidence of student learning
through the use of SLOs. The greatest benefit of
SLOs, however, is that they are created by educators and show consideration for the varying needs
of the students in the classroom. Contextualization of SLOs is allowed and will be recorded on
the statewide SLO template. The administration
at the school and district levels approves of the
contextualization.
Statewide example SLOs will be piloted to
assist with the evaluation of the SLO system and
to determine weights, validity, and reliability. Additional SLOs, individually developed, may also
be used at the discretion of the districts during
and after implementation.
Will the state provide professional development to districts and what might this look like?
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The USOE will provide districts PD on 1) the
SLO process, 2) how to write SLOs, and 3) how
to oversee the framework for mitigating comparability and consistency concerns. Currently, each
district has provided the name of one person who
will act as the LEA SLO Specialist in the district. The SLO Specialist will be the leader of the
district SLO team and receive training during the
2013-14 school year. Professional development
information will be provided to district curriculum directors, assessment directors, and human
resource directors.
What will the Student Growth pilot entail?
Who will participate in the pilot? What is the
timeline for the project?
The pilot study recommendations will be approved by the USOE administration. Participating districts and educators for the pilot study will
be voluntary. NTSG statewide example SLOs
will be piloted the second semester of 2013-14.
Student Growth Percentiles (SGPs) will also be
piloted for validity and reliability for TSG. The
observation measurement tools developed by the
state are being piloted along with stakeholder surveys and SLOs/SGPs in 2013-14. Currently, all
districts must implement the components of multiple measures as required by Board Rule R277531 in 2014-15. Measures of student growth,
professional performance, and stakeholder input
will be weighted to determine a summative rating
every three years. Formative evaluations will
take place every year and an annual rating will
be submitted to the state to meet state and federal
requirements.
How will SLOs affect my evaluation?
Evidence of student learning is documented
through the data collected on the achievement
of learning targets (targets may be different for
individual or groups of students set by the educator). The rating that an educator receives on the
accomplishment of the targets will be weighted
and applied to the educator’s summative evaluation rating.
How will student growth be weighted in
educator evaluation?
Decisions regarding specific weighting have
not been determined. After the initial SLO and
SGP pilot, options for weighting the components
of the summative evaluation will be recommended to the Utah State Board of Education.
To return to and expand the concept of shared
attribution, we educators all share the responsibility of student growth. The systems being imple-
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mented are designed to help us, the educational
community, achieve that fundamental purpose.
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Learning Experiences Activities and
Programs, LEAP: A Sustainable ResultsOriented Program to Meet the Needs of
Secondary Gifted and Talented Students
By Julie Hooker
Rationale for Gifted Education at the Secondary Level
Education is a three-legged
stool: emotional, social, and
academic. If one of the legs is
wobbly, or even worse, broken,
learning cannot occur. Whether
students are labeled “gifted,”
through testing like the Cognitive Abilities Testing (COGAT),
observation, or application
process, students with the labels
“gifted/talented” and “highachieving” require special care.
Like students with autism, ADHD, processing
issues, or any other special needs, gifted students
require care and planning.
Too often gifted children, along with programs designed to bolster their learning, are
viewed as a low priority. Most think, “They’ll be
fine” simply because often they are high achieving and have good grades.
Typically, elementary schools fund specialists, whether full or part-time, to provide pullout
programs and “extras”
for these students. With
Like students with autism, ADHD, elementary students,
processing issues, or any other
after-school activities are
also an option.
special needs, gifted students
However, schedulrequire care and planning.
ing at the secondary
level is much more complicated. While many advocate for “clustering”
identified students, a natural clustering occurs
around advanced mathematics and music courses.
Unfortunately, clustering cannot happen around
particular areas of giftedness.
Once students reach high school, many
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additional options open up to
them. However, as middle school
student with pimples and insecurities, these gifted and highachieving children are often lost.
They are the ones that eat lunch
alone and wait to be the last one
on the bus.
Even at the middle school
level, as students mature, they
have the opportunities to take
elective courses; they often opt
into honors, Advanced Placement
and International Baccalaureate
classes along with jazz, theater,
and art. This heavy schedule and constrained
schedule limits not only access to some courses,
but also time to explore interdisciplinary activities
after school.
For middle school and junior high students,
LEAP (Learning Experiences Activities and Programs) ensures student-driven club activities, including scientific, creative, and life-skills events,
are designed around students’ busy schedules. In
addition, it provides valuable information to support classroom teachers.

LEAP BACKGROUND at Treasure
Mountain Junior High School (TMJH)

For over a decade, Professional Learning
Communities (PLC’s) have been commonplace
in education. At Treasure Mountain Junior High
School, three teachers with gifted and talented
endorsements attended a workshop with Jim
Delisle. Learning about his PLUS program,
Andy Coleman (CTE), Julie Hooker (English and
Leadership), and Leslie Stark (US History and
Geography) formed an impromptu PLC to ensure
that the needs of gifted and talented students were
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met in the eighth and ninth grade.
From this PLC, Coleman, Hooker and Stark
wrote the first grant to The Park City Education
Foundation to fund LEAP. Funds were provided
by the nonprofit organization to do the following:
Support monthly luncheons with fun foods,
interesting dialogue with each other, guest speakers, and extended
learning activities.
However, as middle school student This provides students
with pimples and insecurities,
with a scheduled time
to interact with similar
these gifted and high-achieving
students.
children are often lost.
Support creativity
workshops. Many of
our gifted/talented learners are placed in highlevel courses where there is little creativity. With
an emphasis on grades for Ivy League Schools,
there is rarely time to teach or offer creativity.
Example: After musician, Mary Beth Maziarz, spent ninety minutes helping LEAPers with
hands-on creative activities, discussing dreams,
and communication skills, one student asked,
“Why can’t LEAP be a class?”
To answer his questions, LEAP is only
sustainable as a program. Because it requires
hand placement for
students and eliminates
For middle school and junior
an elective, it cannot be
high students LEAP (Learning
a course. However, his
comment proved the
Experiences Activities and
Programs) ensures club activities, value of adding creativity.
typically student-driven, and
Support Field Trips
including scientific, creative,
designed by students.
and life-skills activities designed
In 2013, the bulk of the
around students’ busy schedules. 60 LEAPers wanted to
visit the zoo. The zoo
field trip was designed to
teach about careers, animals, but more importantly, provide a day of fun for these high-achieving
learners.
Support the creation of Individual Learning
Plans for each identified student. These ILPs are
distributed to all core classroom teachers. The
ILP includes relative strengths and weaknesses
along with suggestions for helping each student be
more successful in the regular classroom.
Support mentors to provide professional
development for classroom teachers. Mentors coordinate to provide alternative and/or compacted
assignments.
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Ensure that students are placed appropriately.
Currently, students are placed into the LEAP program based on COGAT scores. Often, students
move into the district and need to be placed in
LEAP. Sometimes, students simply don’t test
well. They belong in LEAP, but did not “master” the COGAT on the determined level. Mentors, teachers, ensure that these children are also
included.
Provide a Canvas (online classroom management tool) to ensure information about extracurricular activities is distributed.
Encourage liaisons/mentors/teachers to open
their classrooms during lunch to provide a quiet
space for LEAPers.
Provide support from liaisons and mentors
for after school clubs like the Red Cross Club,
programming group, and the Rubik Cubing Club.
Develop extension activities are tied to the
local community. Students have the opportunity
to participate in outreach with local nonprofit
organizations in a variety of roles that build selfconfidence.

LEAP at TMJH

To be effective, LEAP must be organic.
There has to be movement for students both in
and out of the program. Adding high-achieving
students to a mix of identified gifted/talented
ensures that everyone has the opportunity to
build new skills.
When asked how students are nominated
for possible gifted program placement, the State
Office of Education notes, “for specific information on the nomination procedures (e.g., forms to
be completed, schedule for testing, etc.), parents
and educators should contact the gifted program
coordinator in the local school district.
In the Park City School District, students are
tested multiple times. In seventh grade, the
COGAT is administered. This, however, does not
take into account the number of students who
either move into the boundaries or, simply, test
poorly. That is where it becomes the responsibility of educator to ensure that all needs, social,
emotional and academic are being met.
Why Add LEAP to Your School District?
Due to budget cuts and funding issues, most
districts do no provide a continuum of services for
Gifted/Talented and High-Achieving students. As
teenagers, students in middle school and junior
high school have some opportunities to focus their
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talents across the curriculum with elective classes,
but most gifted students cannot give up perquisite
courses for subjects like AP Chemistry and Calculus. Offering an instructional support class for
giftedness is not practical for that reason.
LEAP, as a solution to meeting the needs of
gifted/talented and high-achieving students, is
successful because teachers are compensated with
stipends. Therefore, it is more cost-effective than
hiring a full-time equivalent to manage the needs
of sixty students.
Enrichment opportunities can be community
and non-profit based.
Therefore, involved
For middle school and junior
students expand their
resumes and form nethigh students LEAP (Learning
works with professionExperiences Activities and
Programs) ensures club activities, als. Many gifted
students lack social,
typically student-driven, and
communication, and orincluding scientific, creative,
ganization skills. LEAP
provides real-world
and life-skills activities designed
around students’ busy schedules. opportunities to master
those.
Struggling gifted
students will have advocates who can help
keep them on track and engaged in school. All
students will have access to a mentor at several
points during the school day. Gifted students
will have a place to interact among their like
peers.

Summary

Now, in its third year, LEAP has done the
following:
• Improved involvement and engagement
in school for under achieving and uninterested (bored) students.
• Improved attitudes for this population by
providing time and a place for students to
be themselves.
• Improved social and communication
skills for gifted and talented students.
LEAP provides an example of how a continuum of learning experiences for our gifted and
talented and high ability students can be incorporated into the school district’s education program.
It provides a low cost adjunct to other gifted and
talented programming at the secondary level.
Tapping into both student interest and community
resources, everyone wins.

Reference

Utah State Office of Education Frequently Asked
Questions http://www.schools.utah.
gov/CURR/gifttalent/Frequently-AskedQuestions.aspx

Julie Hooker is an English teacher at Treasure Mountain Middle School in Park City
School District. She is also advisor for LEAP and other student leadership groups.
She can be contacted at jhooker@pcschools.us
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Testing Your Social Justice IQ:
A Quick Metaphysical Journey into the
Soul of School Leadership
Al Church, Ed.D.

To

The Age of Accountability
continues to sweep over the educational landscape like an endless
tsunami. Unless you have been
deeply engaged in a New Age
induced “news fast,” you have
seen a daily media frenzy on
everything related to the world
of testing. News stories range
from the saga describing the
termination of teacher for, allegedly, testing aversion to national
reports revealing the continuing inequities claiming that our
public schools are not serving an
exploding diverse student population.
Between the micro and macro layers of the
testing waves, endless tidal currents bring to our
shores a collection of flotsam and jetsam not easily salvaged. Among
the items cluttering
explore solutions, I, perhaps
our once pristine
flippantly, propose a test.
beaches: Common
Core resistance from
political left and right wings, student subterfuge
(aided by social media), parent opt-outs, teacher
performance pay, possible profiteering for selling
Utah’s test item pool, and realtors steering their
clients to schools with the best test scores. All of
this debris is entangled in a glut of quantitative
data that likely has caused a few of our colleagues
to increase their doses of anti-perspirants, antidepressants, anti-inflammatories, and, perhaps,
anti-coagulants--replacing the little hopeful star
fish pins we used to wear on our lapels in years
gone by.
We are aware of our challenges. The problem
of gaps between our diverse population and other
groups demands a solution, and that solution must
also preserve the pedagogical advantages of testing. To explore solutions, I, perhaps flippantly,
propose a test.
The results of this short self-evaluation
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are yours alone upon which to
ponder. The situations I propose
originated from real events netted from my years of travels in
and about Utah schools. Sadly,
they expose what advocates for
social justice claim are some of
the underlying causes for much
of the inequity existing in our
schools today. If not blatant bias,
then perhaps insensitivity or ignorance have hindered our efforts
at school reforms in which the
diversity and the escalating, even
desperate, legitimate needs of our
traditionally under-served populations are being
exposed by test results. We need to do better.
Choose the responses you feel most closely
align with principles of social justices. A definition for social justice is included at the end of
the article for further self-reflection. Suggested
responses and resources are proposed after each
situation.
A district-level supervisor calls you into their
office and inquires about the sexual orientation
of one of your colleagues. There have been no
problems or transgressions from the person in
question; nor, to your knowledge, have any been
brought to the attention of the supervisor.
A. Tell your supervisor that while you have
heard from reliable sources the person’s sexual
orientation; you have no reason to suspect any
problems with their work as student/staff member.
B. Speak only of the person’s behaviors that
you have observed, without mentioning their
sexual orientation.
C. Inquire about the nature of their inquiry,
trying to determine if any problems/complaints
exist that have been brought by peers or other
individuals without your knowledge.
D. Let your supervisor know that the nature
of their inquiry is inappropriate and perhaps il-
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legal and respectfully terminate the conversation
indicating that it is not your practice to “out” any
gay individual.
The correct response should be D. Second
best option, B.
Resources for further exploration include
the Welcoming Schools Program of the Human
Rights Campaign at www.HRC.org. The Safe
Schools Coalition provides a lengthy list of resources for administrators at www.safeschoolscoalition.org. The First Amendment Center publication, “Public Schools and Sexual Orientation”
is endorsed by AASA, ASCD, BridgeBuilders,,
Christian Educators Assn. Intl., GLSEN. The
proposed framework is available on: www.
firstamendmentcenter.org. Planned Parenthood
Association of Utah’s “Safe at School: An AntiHarassment Program for Educators” has been
approved by some district/charter schools for use
with faculty and staff.
An Asian colleague is subjected each year
to “practical jokes” on December 7. While these
antics (including gag gifts and comments) are
conducted out of sight from parents and students,
in unexpected informal settings, the attack on
Pearl Harbor is the topic. Your response is
A. Remain silent and absent; this is your colleague’s responsibility to deal with.
B. Warn your colleague about any situation
in which the pranks may occur. You avoid the
situation.
C .Tell the usual “jokesters” that such actions
are “micro aggressions,” reflect a racist subculture within the organization, are inappropriate,
may lead to harassment complaints, and denigrate
any minority and marginalized individuals in the
organization.
D. Let the “jokesters” know that if they continue with the annual “prank”, you will reserve a
district bus for a field trip to Topaz.
The correct response should be C. Second
best option, D.
A beneficial resources for your considerationis Microaggressions in Everyday Life: A New
View on Racism, Sexism and Heterosexism by
Derold Wing Sue, Ph.D. And David Rivera, MS.
Psychology Today. October 5, 2010.
You attend a conference in Atlanta, Geogria.
In attendance with you are a number of well-respected Utah educators (both teachers and administrators). The conference ends with several hours
before the return flight to SLC. In an effort to
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further inform your colleagues about the significance of the Civil Rights movement, you invite
anyone interested to accompany you to the Martin
Luther King Jr. National Historic Site. The group
chooses to go the Coca-Cola Museum instead.
A. You abandon your plan and go along with
the group.
B. You go to the MLK site and gather various educational materials, sharing them with the
group as you meet at the airport.
C. You indicate your disappointment to the
group, letting them know their choice reflects
a deeply ingrained denial and/or ignorance of
American History, in particular the continuing
problems of institutional racism in Utah’s schools.
You depart to the site in a huff.
D. You compile a list of the best publications
for educators available about Dr. King and the
Civil Rights movement. You send it to members
of the group with gift certificates to a local bookstore; include another gift certificate for a six pack
of Diet Coke.
The correct responses include all except A. C
is acceptable (without the righteous “huff.”)
For your next trip to Atlanta, be sure to
include not only the Martin Luther King site but
also the National Center for Civil and Human
Rights, scheduled to open this summer. Cincinnati, Ohio, is also the home to the National
Underground Railroad Freedom. Birmingham,
Alabama, Memphis, Tennessee; and Greensboro,
North Carolina, each have civil rights-or slaverytheme museums. Remind your social studies
teachers that the history of African-Americans is
an integral part of US History. Additional resources for challenges to human and civil rights are
available from the Southern Poverty Law Center,
www.splc,org. They also publish a free magazine
for educators, “Teaching Tolerance.”
You encounter a fellow administrator
whose school has received a low letter grade on
the state’s school report card. The administrator is upset about what an “unfair” labeling of
the school’s “overall” performance, specifically
identifying the “brown and special ed kids” as
contributing to the low score, adding “We have
the highest AP math scores in the state.”
A. Recommend that the administrator sit
down with the district’s data staff and work
together digging further into the testing results.
Suggest that looking for trends and more detailed
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data can indicate both strengths and weaknesses
that can be shared with staff and parents.
B. Refer the administrator to some of the
publications by NASSP (Breakthrough Schools),
EDTrust, or publications (e.g. Using Equity Audits to Create Equitable and Excellent Schools by
Linda Skrla et al) which describe specific strategies to address low student performance.
C. Suggest the administrator place the AP
math teachers in classes with the lowest performing students.
D. Encourage the administrator to take some
of the school’s athletic budget and invest in intervention programs for low performing students
(e.g. after-school, summer, and weekend tutorial
sessions).
All of the above answers are correct.
You meet a white male teacher enrolled in
administrative preparation courses. He expresses
frustration with both the “social justice” focused
course content and an inability to get an internship, adding that the job prospects are not looking
good since “all the women and minorities are
taking over,” angrily adding, “who’s looking out
for me?”
A. You ignore his lament, wish him well,
and make a mental note to watch for his resume
should it cross your desk. You contact a friend in
ATF and try to find out if his carry permit is current.
B. You refer him to editorials from traditionally conservative organizations, in particular The
American Enterprise Institute. “Facing the Plight
of the Poor” by Arthur Brooks, president. (USA
Today; March 10, 2014.) Brooks breaks from the
ranks of Utah’s dominant political leadership and
right wing pundits, explaining: “Conservatives
can’t lead America until we reclaim the idea of
social justice for everyone.”
C. You recommend that he take his complaint to Red Meat Radio.
D. You share with him the demographics of
Utah’s administrative positions in which white
males far outnumber women and ethnic minorities. You also suggest that he explore his own
racial and gender prejudices.
All of the above answers are correct.
Perhaps you consider these situations as just
faded, even absurdist, snap shots of a bygone
era, when racism and sexism were more common
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place. In that case, you are ahead of the curve and
well-prepared by principal preparation programs
and professional development experiences that
emphasize a common language advocating equality of opportunity, access, rigor with support, and
reallocation of resources in which all students
benefit. Perhaps you know of some administrative
colleagues, teachers, board members, community
members (maybe a legislator or two) who might
benefit from a bit of soul searching.
In either case, I will offer a very brief review
of some of the research-based practices in which
school climate, teacher capacity, and instructional
practices can be improved through transformational leadership. The transformational leader impacts student achievement through a clear vision
of establishing a socially just school.
Theoharis (2011) identified five behaviors
and actions of white leaders who made “significant progress in creating excellent and equitable
schools” in urban settings. Their successes
included “raising student achievement, creating
a climate of belonging for students, staff, and
families, increasing access to core learning opportunities for marginalized students, as well as
improving teaching and curriculum.”
(1331). The five identified practices follow.
Engaging in Emotional and Intellectual
Work About Race
Through various activities that included selfreflection, historical research, examinations of
their own life’s journey, experience with institutional racism, and Whiteness (as a proprietary
“right”), each principal expanded their capacity to
take on the larger tasks required of school reform.
Talking About Race
Each principal deliberately initiated staffwide discussions about race, raising consciousness about the racial achievement gap, in an effort
to create opportunities in which personal assumptions about race would be shared.
Learning About Race
As one principal explained that
discussions“wrestling with race, our own privilege, and our own experience with race” resulted
in expanded staff awareness (1342). Rather than
workshops or sensitivity training, readings, group
conversations led to professional development.
Sharing autobiographies, resulting in empathic
responses, was one significant outcome.
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Infusing Race Into Data Informed Leader-

Each of the principals focused on the school’s
demographics as they
analyzed their data.
The growing “carmelization” of
Specific areas includour student bodies across the US ed: race and discipline
data, race and special
and many parts of the state of
education, data about
Utah is only going to increase.
race and tracking. It
was this intertwining of race in the data
analysis which informed practices to promote
equity.
Connecting With Families of Color
Each principal, despite their being white,
purposefully set about connecting with their students’ families. Establishing trust and developing
relationships, starting with one parent, one family
at a time. Various activities were employed, ranging from neighborhood walks to promoting ethnic
parents meetings.
As a result of this work, they were able to
act as transformational leaders working toward
school-wide improvement. Social Justice definitions from the literature further the journey.
“A socially just education requires educational leaders to practice moral outrage at the persistence if not worsening, of homelessness, hunger,
poverty, which are not going away but worsening.
It requires educational communities to defend
and extend principles of human dignity, community, and realization of democratic processes; to
reinvent a sense of commitment to the public as a
social good; and to restructure market models to
limited spheres, which improve social relations
and conditions of learning.” (Blackmore.2002.
pp.218-219)
Social justice defined “...as the exercise of
altering these (institutional and organizational)
arrangements by actively engaging in reclaiming,
appropriating, sustaining, and advancing, inherent human rights of equity, equality, and fairness
in social, economic, educational, and personal
dimensions.” (Theorharis, 2007, p. 223)

“Social justice is the fair,equitable and
impartial distribution of the resources, opportunities and benefits of society to all of its members,
regardless of position, place or other exclusionary
criteria deemed unfair.” (BL Johnson, Jr. 303)
The growing “carmelization” of our student
bodies across the US and many parts of the state
of Utah is only going to increase over the decades that lay ahead for our public schools. These
schools will also continue to be staffed by white
teachers and administrators, as well as increasingly diverse leadership, facts that require each of
us to continue to pursue a higher social justice IQ.
This ethical choice will lead to improved testing
discussed earlier and, even more important, to
improved conditions for all of us and to incredible
contributions by all of us.
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Utah Middle School Math Project Pilot
Maggie Cummings
This past year the University of Utah led a collaborative
effort to create seventh and
eighth grade mathematics materials consistent with the Utah
Core Curriculum. Contributors
included individuals from Utah
Valley University, Utah State
University, Snow College, Jordan, Canyons, Granite and Salt
Lake School Districts as well
as several other teachers from
across the state. The materials
were officially piloted during
the 2013 – 2014 school year in
San Juan School District and at Juab Junior High
and Eisenhower Junior High. While formal evaluation of their effectiveness is pending, there
There is anecdotal evidence that
is anecdotal evidence
the materials were effective,
that the materials were
effective, easy to use,
easy to use, well aligned
well aligned with
with the core curriculum.
the core curriculum.
Further, students and
parents found the materials friendly.
There are three components to the materials.
The mathematical foundation, about the development, connections, and organization of the mathematical content, was written with the teacher as
the audience. The student workbook includes the
daily in-class lesson and activities with parallel homework assignments. These lessons are a
balanced mixture of explicit, group, and inquiry
tasks. The homework for each day allows students
to practice the skills they learned in class. Finally, the teacher edition of the student workbook

contains answers to all the lessons
and homework, suggestions about
pedagogy and discussion ideas,
and notes on interconnection of
concepts, common misconceptions, and student errors. During
this pilot year, the Utah Middle
School math team also provided
professional development and
coaching to facilitate implementation and conducted focus groups to
refine materials.
The foundations and student
edition of the workbook are available to everyone on the project
website, but the teacher edition of the workbook
is password protected. Utah educators may email
the Co-PI from their school email for the password. Materials may be viewed at: utahmiddleschoolmath.org.
Many schools and teachers are using printed
versions of the workbook with students, but a few
schools, like Juab Junior High School, are going
completely paperless by downloading PDFs of the
materials onto student personal devices (e.g. iPad
minis). Students then use apps such as “Notability” to electronically write directly onto the
files and even submit homework via email. The
format also allows for other technology interfaces.
Schools across the country are taking note.
The U is now in the process of revising the
seventh and eighth grade materials, including
materials for honors sections and writing a text
for sixth grade. There is professional development
available for schools or districts interested in using the materials next year. Also, the U is looking
for schools to pilot the sixth grade materials.

Maggie Cummings is CO-PI of Middle Sc hool Math Project and faculty at the Univer sity of
Utah. She can be contacted at cummings@math.utah.edu.
For fur ther information about the project, password, or professional development, contact
Maggie or Hugo Rossi atcummings@math.utah.edu or rossi@math.utah.edu
Other par ticipants in the project include David Wiley, Co-PI, Tec hnology, Christina Eisc heid
and Eva Serr, Eighth Grade Lead Writer s, and Christine Walker and Jonathan Bodrero,
Foundations Lead Writer s. A gain, materials may be viewed at: utahmiddlesc hoolmath.org.
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Twenty-First Century Learning:
Juab Junior High School’s Journey
Ken Rowley
In August of 2005 I remember visiting one of the classrooms
in my building and it occurred to
me that in the year 2005 we were
using the exact same technology that was used when I was a
student attending high school. I
realized that when my students
came into my school they were
powering down and enduring
school and then as they were
leaving school they were powering back up and living and participating in a connected world.
That is when I went in search of
money to invest into bringing technology into the
classrooms of my school. I wanted to create the
21st Century Classroom with interactive technology for my students.
I was able to
I was able to convince my
convince my CommuCommunity Council to invest
nity Council to invest
more than 80% of our school’s
more than 80% of our
Trust Land money into technology school’s Trust Land
money into technology
for our school’s classrooms.
for our school’s classrooms. Specifically
we wanted to put the following into every classroom: projectors, sound, Smart Boards, document
cameras, and VCR/DVD players connected to the
projector. We were able to provide these technologies for about 5 classrooms each year so over
the next 5 years every classroom in our building
was fully equipped.
In implementing change in my school I have
found that my teachers can be categorized into 3
categories. The first one is the speedboat; they
received the technology and ran with it
The real excitement was that
taking ownership of it
students were experiencing more and instantly engaged
success in their classrooms.
students with it. The
second are the tugboats;
they slowly changed directions and started to follow the speedboats, and
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each day they would implement
a little more technology into their
teaching and by doing so would
engage more and more students
each day. The third category are
the sandbars; once the speedboats
and the tugboats began to change
the current and the flow of the
river (the culture in the school),
the sandbars began to move and
incorporate a little technology
at first into their teaching and as
they experienced success in using
the technology and witnessing
first hand the increased engagement of their students, slowly but surely they
implemented technology into their classrooms.
It worked quite well as we began to install
the technology into the first classrooms. Teachers would come and request different technologies to be included in the installation. This way
the culture of our building regarding technology
began to change slowly. We began to have a few
minutes at the beginning of each faculty meeting to share how we were using technology in
our classrooms with our students. When we first
began this, it was a short segment, but now it is
one of the most powerful moments in each faculty
meeting. Teachers who were once intimidated by
technology were now excited about sharing how
they were overcoming those fears and engaging
their students in their classrooms using multiple
forms of technology. The real excitement was that
students were experiencing more success in their
classrooms.
As I was visiting with our technology specialist one afternoon after we had installed this
technology in our classrooms, we started to talk
about individual mobile devices in the hands of
each individual student. In our conversation we
determined that as educators, our job is to prepare
our students for the future that they are going to
face--to prepare them not for the world that we
grew up in but for the world that they are growing up in and that if we were going to do this
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then we needed to give them the tools that they
needed to give them the best chance to succeed
in that world. We would never send a teacher to
work without the right tools to perform their job,
so how could we send students to school and not
give them the correct tools to
To secure the type of funding
perform at their
that we needed to create a 21st
highest level.
Century Learner and provide them Students need to
be able to go to
with the learning tools that they
school and learn
were going to need was going
using the technolto involve our entire district.
ogy that engages
them in their learning environment. We as a school needed to take
another step and not be satisfied with creating 21st
Century Classrooms, but we needed to transform
our students into 21st Century Learners.
Twenty-First Century Learners was a difficult
concept for us to really wrap our minds around. It
was something that was completely new to us and
it was way outside of the box that we were living
in. This type of step had to involve more than
just the school, the community council, and the
faculty and staff of my school. To secure the type
of funding that we needed to create a 21st Century Learner and provide them with the learning
tools that they were going to need was going to
involve our entire district. The School Board, the
Superintendent, the community, the faculty and
staff of the schools throughout our district and the
students needed to buy in to this vision.
We decided to begin on a small scale and
provide a 1:1 experience for the incoming
seventh graders in my
We as a school needed to take
another step and not be satisfied building. They were
given a fourth generawith creating 21st Century
tion iPod Touch on the
Classrooms, but we needed
first day of school.
to transform our students into
With this there were
a few things that we
21st Century Learners.
did to help prepare.
First we prepared our
teachers by beginning
the school year previous to the handing out of the
iPods to the students by giving each of them an
iPad 2. We began by providing in-service to the
teachers that began with the most basic information and then slowly moved forward so that by the
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end of the school year they were familiar with the
iPads and how they worked and were beginning to
use them in their personal lives and in their classrooms with their students. Second we upgraded
our wireless infrastructure. This is a process that
included evaluating and improving each year until
it was working without problems throughout the
entire school. Third, before school began the
expectation that the teachers would have at least
one activity in their classroom each day that the
students would use the iPod was set forth very
clearly and agreed upon by all. Some days this
was accomplished by an activity as simple as a
calendaring event that included everyone in the
class. Fourth, each department went in search of
apps that they wanted to include on the devices
for their students. Once these apps were identified we compiled the complete list and then we
determined if we could afford them or if we could
afford not to have them.
One of the dynamics that we had to deal
with that caused us some major problems during
this first year of implementation was the differences between the “haves” and the “have nots”.
Not only were there issues between the students
there were issues between the teachers that were
teaching seventh graders who had the iPods and
the eighth grade teachers who were teaching those
who did not have the devices.
The next year the seventh graders who went
into eighth grade were given their iPod from the
year before and the incoming seventh graders
were given a new fourth generation iPod Touches.
This year was a good year for my teachers and
students. There were many who had to get out of
their comfort zones and change how and what
they did in their classrooms. One history teacher
was up lecturing about the U.S. Revolutionary
War, and she gave a date for an event in history
and about 30 seconds later a student raised their
hand and told her that she had given them the
wrong date. The student had used the Internet to
check the date that the teacher had given. One of
the biggest benefits that we noticed this first year
of all the students having devices was that no
assignments were being “lost” by teachers or
students. All assignments were being turned in
electronically through email so if a teacher asked
the student for an assignment they could just
resend it from their device. Another benefit is that
of going paperless. We have reduced our consumption of paper in our building by over 60%.
Our biggest challenge this year was that of
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having enough technology support for the minor
issues that we had with malfunctions in the network, apps, and updates on the iPods, and adults
who did not know how
to do some of the things
that the kids knew how
In our third year we were able
to do. Finding the right
to provide filtered Internet for
amount of support to
the device no matter where
match the needs of our
they logged onto the Internet.
students took a little bit
of time to sort out.
We decided to keep the iPods that the eighth
graders were turning in at the end of their eighth
grade year and send them to the fifth and sixth
graders in our elementary schools in our district.
The seventh graders going to eighth grade kept
their iPods and the incoming seventh graders
were going to receive iPad minis. We were very
excited about this because we were able to put
textbooks on the iPads. Combine the textbooks
with the Notability app and students could take
notes and do their assignments in their textbook.
Filtering the Internet on the devices was an
issue from the beginning. The first two years that
we had the devices the students had filtered Internet at school but it was unfiltered at home unless
their parents had some kind of filtering on their
home Wi-Fi. In our third year we were able to
provide filtered Internet for the device no matter
where they logged onto the Internet.
The first time that we set up the devices we
had to connect each device to a computer for setup and installation of apps and profiles more than
four times. This was very time consuming and
difficult to ensure that each iPod had everything
installed and was ready to go. This past year the
set up on iPad minis was done wirelessly, it was
much less time consuming and more efficient.
Any time a student wanted to update their device
it did not need to be plugged in to a computer,
they could just update it. We had an app store
that was filtered so we could control what
categories and age limits of the apps that they
wanted to install on their devices but if the app
passed through our filter then they were allowed
to have the app on their device. Some students
who abused this by playing games when they
shouldn’t have been we just locked them down
and turned off the app store. We are also able to

select specific students to receive apps that teachers wanted to include in their classes and do this
wireless. So if a teacher had an app they wanted
their Math Honors students to have we could
purchase it and send it out to just those students
that were registered for that class. This makes it
so you can include the purchase of apps in your
student fees.
We have had many critics throughout this entire experience. Each time I talk to them they are
always focused on the negative side of technology
and how easy it is for kids to be distracted by it or
the inappropriate things that are available to them
through technology. I have always maintained
that you will find what you are looking for in life
no matter how old you are. With our filtering
system I receive daily reports on the searches that
my students are performing on their devices, and
the apps that they are downloading. I can look at
what an individual student has on their iPad from
a computer in my office. Our filtering system
generates and sends an email that reports on what
the students are doing. When we have problems
we address them with the student and the parents
and then we move on. Technology has many uses
in our lives today in the 21st Century; our students
are going to be taught at a young age how to use
technology for their benefit or for their detriment. As educators we have the opportunity and
the responsibility to help our students learn to be
responsible digital citizens and use technology
appropriately.
Technology is just a tool that supports quality
instruction and enhances quality learning. It engages kids and piques their interest in any subject
area as long as the teachers can use it effectively.
It is used to share, collaborate, create, communicate, manipulate, research and to articulate.
It requires us as educators to immigrate into
the digital age of 21st Century learning. It has
changed our focus from the 1985 quest to find the
answer to the 21st Century quest of the answer is
available at our fingertips, what are we going to
do with the answers that we have. This shift in
education will be difficult for many of us but as
we do this it is our students who will benefit and
in the long run our communities, our states, our
country and our society.

Ken Rowley is principal of Juab Junior High in Juab School Disrict.
He can be contacted at ken.rowley@juabsd.org.
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“The outstanding audio quality delivers more information to our
students and makes our teachers even more effective.”
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